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Supporting programme:
29.09.2012, 4:30 pm
Participation, intervention and “pathopolitics”. When art interferes
frieze d/e launch and podium discussion
Moderation: Dominikus Müller (frieze
d/e)
Participants: Aliaa El Graedy (Gudran),
Abdallah Daif (Gudran), Dan Peterman,
Katrin Bucher Trantow (Kunsthaus Graz),
Paolo Naldini (Cittadellarte)
30.09.2012, 12:00 pm
Michelangelo Pistoletto and Hans-Ulrich
Obrist on Social sculpture
16.10.2012, 19:00 Uhr
Where the soil is – Permaconversation
Conversation between Hu Fang (Vitamin
Creative Space) and Katrin Bucher
Trantow.
Musical improvisation by Andreas Prassl
(Bandoneon)
28.10.2012
Cittadellarte talk with Christof Elpons
Change as art’s job?
07.11.2012, 6:00 pm
Student’s day 2012
3:00 pm City walk with Katrin Bucher
Trantow
6:00–8:00 pm Dinner with Leopold Calice

Herper (SPÖ), Markus Schimautz (ÖVP),
Harald Korschelt (FPÖ)
Upcycling
Bag workshop with heidenspass
Winterfit
Bicycle service by REBIKEL
Time: all 1:00–5:00 pm, Kunsthaus Graz,
Space01
26.10., 24.11., 01.12., 08.12., 15.12.2012
25.11.2012
Cittadellarte talk with Andrea Fian and
Robin Good
Graffiti workshop with Robin Good
11.12.2012, 6:30 pm
Active House
Panel discussion with Paolo Naldini,
Alexander Römer a. o.
21.12.2012, 19:00 Uhr
Rebirth-day
Celebration of democratic sharing in the
ArtCity Cittadellarte
Public vote concerning handing over the
material in the Cittadellarte—Recycling
of the museum’s architecture, Upcycling
with heidenspass, Graffiti do it yourself
Democratic Eating—Taste Graz with
Leopold Calice

15.01.2013, 7:00 pm
Publishing and selfpublishing in
contemporary art
15.11.2012, 7:00 pm
Panel discussion
Can art change our life-world?
Moderation: Judith Wielander and Matteo
STANDARD talk
Lucchetti (Visible)
Moderation: Andrea Schurian (DER
Participants: Brian Kuan Wood (eflux),
STANDARD)
Julietta Aranda (eflux), Marc Fischer
Participants: Christina Jahn (Die Grünen), (Temporary Services), Reinhard Braun
Andreas Fabisch (KPÖ), Karl-Heinz
(Camera Austria)
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constructLab
KunstStadt, 2012

constructLab’s open network draws its inspiration from the diversity
of its members whose heterogeneous areas of knowledge have flowed
into the concept and design of the exhibition. Together they have
built a city which encourages integrative participation and use, and
includes transformation. This vibrant art city integrates artistic projects whose vision lies in collective participation. The art city is open
to the public, waiting for people to use and take part in shaping it!
From the playground to the workshop, from the library to the market
hall or the cinema – it includes everything that fosters and initiates
communicative processes and interaction in the city.
Similarly, the building material also helps to generate new ideas:
even after Cittadellarte is over, it will be available for further private
or initiative use. If you are interested, please leave constructLab your
contact data and idea as to how you would like to use the timber.
Information leaflets are available at the exhibition and at the helpdesk
in the Kunsthaus foyer, or find out more on our homepage.
Participants in the Graz project: Raimund Binder, Samuel Boche,
Maria Garcia Perez, Patrick Hubmann, Gonzague Lacombe, Manu
Maccaigne, Magdalena Reiter, Mattia Paco Rizzi, Alexander Römer,
Licia Soldavini
http://www.constructlab.net
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structures of circumstances
–
–
–
–

–
–

zeichne eine skizze deiner wohnung mit genauen maßen
auf ein papier.
nimm die zeichnung, kreide, einen stuhl und wähle einen ort
im öffentlichen raum.
zeichne deine wohnung mit kreide im 1 zu 1 maßstab
in den öffentlichen raum.
zeichne mit deinem körper die räumlichen grenzen deiner
wohnung und die darin enthaltenen objekte. verstehe es als
eine choreografie und benutze deinen körper als maßstab.
beginne beim eingang und versuche es in einer fortlaufenden
bewegung. erinnere dich an die verschiedenen oberflächen.
rekonstruiere mit deinem körper einen tag in deiner wohnung,
vom erwachen bis zum schlafengehen mit allen handlungen,
wegen und täglichen routinen.
sitze eine stunde in der zeichnung deiner wohnung im
öffentlichen raum und denke über die bedingungen von
(deinem) leben nach.

erfahre zusammenstöße und überschneidungen mit anderen vorgängen
und menschen im öffentlichen raum als teil des experiments.
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Claudia Bosse
Structures of
Circumstances, 2012

Claudia Bosse is artist, choreograph and artistic director of the Viennese theatercombinat company. With her sound and space installations, she not only intervenes in public spaces, but in very different
locations such as the Vienna Kartografisches Institut or the Museum
of Contemporary Art in Zagreb. Claudia Bosse’s installation in the
art space is to be understood as an invitation to confront public space
with private space and to enable everyday practices and parameters
to be experienced on a physical level. The challenge of experiencing
the floor plan of one’s own four walls within the urban space can be
regarded as a strategy of acquisition which visualizes behaviour and
politicises everyday structures in the border zone between public and
private life.
http://www.theatercombinat.com
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Leopold Calice
Taste Graz, 2012

Leopold Calice is an author, landscape designer and cook in pop-up
situations such as the one at Betonküche in Vienna. The Vienna native
“cooks for” urban space and views them as a potential site for food.
In the KunstStadt, he cooks in his kitchen in the main square and acts
as host: to those who participated in the KunstStadt’s building and
construction, and in various situations for visitors over the course of
the project.
His kitchen serves as the reference and point of departure and for real
and fictive strolls to producers and sites of knowledge. In it, products
are considered in terms of taste, history and sustainability before
being selected and cooked to form a unique picture of the region. The
project develops further in the form of a blog, which serves as both
a witness and a logbook for this form of urban peception, along with
an enormous cookbook for desserts that has been assembled with the
help of the audience.
www.taste12graz.org
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Chimurenga
The Chronic, 2012
2

Chimurenga is an African platform for publishing political and
artistic articles which has been edited by Ntone Edjabe since 2002.
Chimurenga stands for revolution and emancipation, fighting for
human rights, social justice and political dignity in general, but
especially in apartheid-stricken South Africa. In Graz they elaborate a
visual and literary form of chronicle which unfolds knowledge as ways
in the form of speech, image and sound, using various low-threshold
channels. In Graz they collaborate with the Megaphon Magazine
social initiative which offers immigrants the opportunity of employment, respect and integration by means of street trading.
http://www.chimurenga.co.za
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Evento
The ‘Chantier’ of Shared
Knowledge, 2012

Evento was a Biennale organised and directed by Cittadellarte and
Michelangelo Pistoletto in Bordeaux in 2011, which was dedicated
to the production of contemporary art in the urban context. Over
a period of 10 days, the city thus became a multicultural venue for
numerous international and local artists who invited the residents of
Bordeaux to actively participate. Today, some of these projects have
been integrated in urban development. In Graz, strategies of trans
formation will be shown, analysed with regard to their sustainability
and used for a unique local utopia by means of active exchange. You
are also welcome to work, think, negotiate and share your ideas with
us at the workbench in the market hall.
Curated by Luigi Coppola and Éric Troussicot
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Evento-Filmstills
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Gudran
Step by step, the image
appears, word by word,
the text completes, 2012

2
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Gudran is an interdisciplinary Egyptian artists’ association which has
been introducing artistic creativity into society for several years and
was also active during the Arab Spring protests. It advocates social
responsibility and goes out into the streets to reflect everyday reality
in works of art. These young painters, film-makers, musicians and
actors understand their art as an essential, active and definite revolutionary contribution to the development of their society. For their
work in the tent at Kunsthaus Graz, they have used signs and symbols
taken from global media reports on the political conflict in their country. By means of the power of the image and acquisition of their own
national history, they intend to trigger further discussions in other
social contexts.
http://gudran.blogspot.de
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Videostill

Love Difference/
Michelangelo Pistoletto
Terzo Paradiso (BIX), 2012
Love Difference (Neons),
2005
Love Difference Table,
2002–2012
As an independent organisation which aims to promote intercultural
projects and open networks, the Love Difference movement has its
seat at the Cittadellarte headquarters in Biella. For Kunsthaus Graz, it
invites people to participate actively via facebook and twitter. Whilst
accompanying the exhibition in its blog as an Editorial Unit, it also
seeks to connect knowledge within the network itself.
Michelangelo Pistoletto is a painter, art theorist and the founder of
Cittadellarte. As a main representative of Arte Povera, he has endeavoured to unify art and everyday life in a gesamtkunstwerk throughout
his career. Focussing on reflection, he has long used the mirror as
a means to integrate viewers into his work. Moreover, this negotiation table in the middle of the art city also encourages activity and
participation. The Love Difference Table is at the centre of the city, just
as dialogue would be at the beginning of a collective transformation
process. In that it embraces both the environment and passers-by, it
invites people to reflect on the issue in question, the place and their
own role within it. The thereby acquired knowledge can then be
reflected in its mirror-like surface from an enhanced—indeed personal—perspective. In the outer room, the Neons campaign for respect
and multiculture, persuading people to live the difference in many
different colours and languages.
http://www.pistoletto.it
facebook.com/lovedifference.redazione
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ParaArtFormations (PUF)/
El Puente_lab
Carrito Cultural –
Dispositivo de Activación
Cultural, July–September
2012, Medellín (CO)/Graz
(AT), 2012
El Puente_lab is a platform for cultural productions originating
in Medellín, Columbia. This year, together with PUF, Berlin, they
introduced a self-constructed cargo bicycle there to ease the urban
problems. The purpose of their collaboration was to address a local
conflict with its varied aspects and requirements, not only aiming to
accompany the necessary transformation process with the invention
of a suitable tool, but also in their quest to foster autonomy. Together
with the Graz REBIKEL bicycle workshop, an urban load-carrying culture bike was built that compares the requirements of a city like Graz
to those of the megacity Medellín. Needless to say, their exhibition
workshop is a lively exchange for knowhow and material, for knowledge which can be used collectively and, at the same time, allowing
the question of sustainable urban mobility to be dealt with from an
artistic point of view.
www.elpuentelab.org
www.paraartformations.net
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Dan Peterman
Finishing Room, 2012

Dan Peterman is an international artist from Chicago who has
combined innovative strategies for sustainable consumption with
minimalistic works of art for over 20 years. In 1996 he initiated an
artistic social project which still serves as a nucleus of cultural projects
for urban development today. Meanwhile, his projects not only shape
urban space, but also provide employment for some 150 young people. In Graz, he addresses the issue of food value and the collective
process of production associated with it, in that he lets regional goat
cheese ripen whilst the public visits the exhibition.
Finishing Room is an ongoing project with an accumulating archive
of goat cheeses. Fresh, locally produced organic goat cheeses host
diverse microbiological interactions unique to each installation site.
These installations include structures within gallery and museum
spaces, as well as site specific structures in the landscape.
http://www.danpeterman.com
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Visible
Visible – where art
leaves its own field and
becomes visible as part of
something else, seit 2009
Library and Cinema
In collaboration with Cittadellarte and the Zenga Foundation, Visible
awards the Visibile Prize for art forms which also leave societal and
social impressions beyond their institutions.
The Visible Library contains literature of which 30 of the most significant publications related to philosophy and art theory were selected
and gathered by artists and critics for Cittadellarte in 2004. In order
to continue this contemplation on socially committed art during the
steirischer herbst festival, activists and participants of the camp have
been requested to propose a book for this space for thought and experience that has recently most inspired them in their work.
Visible Cinema shows a selection of video work in which artistic production is understood as an element of social transformation. Visibile
was involved in developing the work.
Pedro Reyes / Baby Marx at Occupy Wall Street / 8 min / 2011
Wooloo / New Live Horbelev / 10:56 min / 2010
Jill Magid / Trust (Evidence Locker) / 18 min / 2004
Nastio Mosquito / Three continents / 07:52 min / 2010
Marinella Senatore / Nui Simu (That’s us) / 18:39 min / 2010
Donna Kukama / Not Yet (And Nobody Knows Why Not) / 12 min / 2008
Wooloo / We Need You Now (More Than Ever) / 4:51 min / 2012
Maayan Amir and Ruti Sela / Exterritory / 1:13 min / 2009-2012
Alterazioni video / Black Rain / 12:06 min / 2011
Jonas Staal / The New World Summit / 15 min / 2012
Patrick Bernier & Olive Martin / Manmuswak / 16 min / 2005
Helena Producciones / 7th Festival de Performance de Cali / 10 min / 2008
Visible Library
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Visible Cinema
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Vitamin Creative Space
The Garden of Forking
Paths, 2012

Vitamin Creative Space are gallery artists who use alternative working methods to create sustainable ways of work and thought from the
connection between Chinese and western philosophy, modern artistic
creativity and the immediate present. For Cittadellarte they have
sought collaboration with Josef Holzer, whose father, Sepp Holzer, is
the owner of the Krameterhof farm in the Salzburg Lungau district.
The way in which he cultivates the land is a special form of natural
farming known as the Holzer Permacultural Method, which has
aroused international interest.
The Garden of Forking Paths is about exchanging knowledge on
autonomous production methods. This title relates to Borges’ novel of
the same name, which can be read as a hypertext on several different
levels, not only describing knowledge of the world, but even of the
universe. Vitamin Creative Space trace this hypertext by reading and
connecting different strands of knowledge.
http://www.vitamincreativespace.com
http://www.krameterhof.at
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